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1. Claims 1-25 are pending.

Claim Rejections - 35 USC § 103

2. The following is a quotation of 35 U.S.C. 103(a) which forms the basis for all

obviousness rejections set forth in this Office action:

(a) A patent may not be obtained though the invention is not identically disclosed or described as set forth

in section 102 of this tide, if the differences between the subject matter sought to be patented and the prior

art are such that the subject matter as a whole would have been obvious at the time the invention was made

to a person having ordinary skill in the art to which said subject matter pertains. Patentability shall not be

negatived by the manner in which the invention was made.

3. Claims 1-4, 8-9, 17-20, 24-25 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 103(a) as being unpatentable

over Giroux et al. (U.S.Patent No. 6,317,416 Bl) in view of Chin et al. (U.S.Patent No.

6,314,110 Bl).

In the claim 1, Giroux et al. discloses fair queue servicing at a queuing point in a multi-

service class packet switched network, incoming packet are received in buffers (per flow

queues), and outgoing packets are scheduled by a weighted fair queue (weighted bandwidth

utilization) scheduler (see abstract); comprising:

accepting data from a pluraUty of local input flows (T.... In) at an MPS (packet switched

network 1), each local input flow having a corresponding QoS (quality of service) (see

col. 1, lines 18-22, lines 58-60, lines 65-67, col. 2, lines 1-3, lines 60-67, lines 14-17);

queuing the data from the local input flows with plurality of per flow queues (buffers),

wherein each local input flow has a respective one of the per flow queues (see coL 1, lines

18-22, lines 58-60, lines 65-67, col. 2, lines 1-3, lines 60-67, lines 14-17);
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maintaining a tract of a flow rate of each local input rate using a corresponding virtual

queue (see coL 2, lines 14-17, a weighted fair queue controller, and buffer means for

receiving incoming packets in queues, characterized in that further comprising means for

monitoring buffer usage for each queue, means for determining the bandwidth

requirements of each class or service, and service weights manager for dynamically

modifying the weights of weighted fair queuing controller in response to buffer usage and

bandwidth requirements);

the bandwidth of the communication channel is allocated in according with the QoS of

each local input flow (see col. 1, lines 18-22, lines 58-60, lines 65-67, col. 2, lines 1-3,

lines 60-67, hnes 14-17); the QoS to determine the rate of transmission from the per flow

queue (buffers) to the communication channel to implement a weighted bandwidth

utilization (see col. 1, lines 18-22, lines 58-60, lines 65-67, col. 2, lines 1-3, lines 60-67,

lines 14-17);

However, Giroux et al. is silent to disclosing in a metropolitan area network, a method for

implement weighted fair flow control on the network.

Chin et al. discloses allowing nodes (switches) on a bi-directional ring network to access

the ring network in fair manner without an a priori assignment of a quota to each node (switche)

(see col. 3, lines 15-17); the allocated bandwidth for a node (switche) that is using too much

bandwidth is decreased toward the minimum available dowstream bandwidth until that node
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(switch) is using the same amount of bandwidth as dowstream nodes (switches) (see col. 3, lines

30-37); comprising:

in a metropoHtan area network, a method for implement weighted fair flow control on

the network (see col. 3, lines 30-37, lines 60-67);

transmitting data from the local input flows (nodes or switches) across a communication

channels of the network (see col. 3, lines 30-37, lines 60-67);

queuing the data from the local input flow with plurality ofper flow queue (buffer),

wherein each local input flow has a respective one of the per flow queues (see col. 10,

lines 13-18).

Thus, it would have been obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art at the time of the

invention to modify the system of Giroux et al. with the teaching of Chin to provide in a

metropolitan area network, a method for implement weighted fair flow control on the network in

order to fairly allocate bandwidth for a network nodes (switches) configured to send and receive

packet in an upstream direction and a dowstream direction. Therefore, the combined system

would been enable to reallocate unused bandwidth to different switches.

4. In the claims 2, 18, Chin discloses allocating the bandwidth of the communication

channel by throttling the rate at which data is transmitted from an upstream (see col. 7, lines 59-

62, col. 3, lines 60-67) MPS (switch node) with respect to the rate at which data is transmitted

from a downstream MPS to implement a fair bandwidth utilization of the communication

channel (see col. 7, lines 59-62, col. 3, lines 60-67).
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5. In the claims 3, 19, Giroux et al. discloses coordinating the rate at which data is

transmitted from the respective per flow queues (buffers) of the MPS (switch node) to the

communication channel to maintain the respective corresponding QoS, the coordinating

performing by a scheduler (weighted fair queuing controller, see figure 2) within the MPS

(switch node) (see col. 1, lines 18-22, lines 58-60, lines 65-67, col. 2, lines 1-3, lines 60-67, lines

14-17).

6. In the claims 4, 20, Giroux et al. discloses the QoS includes at least at first level and a

second level, the first level having a higher priority than the second level (see the priority table,

col. 2, lines 60-67).

7. In the claims 8, 24, Chin discloses the communication channels is an ethemet

communication channel (see col. 3, Unes 15-25).

8. In the claims 9, 25, Chin discloses the metropolitan area network is an ring topology

metropolitan area network (see col. 3, lines 15-25).

9. In the claim 17, Giroux et al. discloses fair queue servicing at a queuing point in a multi-

service class packet switched network, incoming packet are received in buffers (per flow

queues), and outgoing packets are scheduled by a weighted fair queue (weighted bandwidth

utilization) scheduler (see abstract); comprising:

accepting data from a plurality of local input flows (r.... In) at an MPS (packet switched

network 1), each local input flow having a corresponding QoS (quality of service) (see

col. 1, lines 18-22, lines 58-60, lines 65-67, col. 2, lines 1-3, lines 60-67, lines 14-17);
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queuing the data from the local input flows with pluraHty of per flow queues (buffers),

wherein each local input flow has a respective one of the per flow queues (see col. 1, lines

18-22, lines 58-60, lines 65-67, col. 2, Unes 1-3, lines 60-67, lines 14-17);

maintaining a tract of a flow rate of each local input rate using a corresponding virtual

queue (see col. 2, lines 14-17, a weighted fair queue controller, and buffer means for

receiving incoming packets in queues, characterized in that further comprising means for

monitoring buffer usage for each queue, means for determining the bandwidth

requirements of each class or service, and service weights manager for dynamically

modifying the weights ofweighted fair queuing controller in response to buffer usage and

bandwidth requirements);

the bandwidth of the communication channel is allocated in according with the QoS of

each local input flow (see col. 1, lines 18-22, lines 58-60, lines 65-67, col. 2, lines 1-3,

lines 60-67, lines 14-17); the QoS to determine the rate of transmission from the per flow

queue (buffers) to the communication channel to implement a weighted bandwidth

utilization (see col. 1, lines 18-22, lines 58-60, lines 65-67, col. 2, lines 1-3, lines 60-67,

lines 14-17);

However, Giroux et al. is silent to disclosing in a metropolitan area network, a method for

implement weighted fair flow control on the network.

Chin et al. discloses allowing nodes (switches) on a bi-directional ring network to access

the ring network in fair manner without an a priori assignment of a quota to each node (switche)
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(see col. 3, lines 15-17); the allocated bandwidth for a node (switche) that is using too much

bandwidth is decreased toward the minimum available dowstream bandwidth until that node

(switch) is using the same amount ofbandwidth as dowstream nodes (switches) (see col. 3, lines

30-37); comprising:

in a metropolitan area network, a method for implement weighted fair flow control on

the network (see col. 3, lines 30-37, lines 60-67);

transmitting data from the local input flows (nodes or switches) across a communication

channels of the network (see col. 3, lines 30-37, lines 60-67);

queuing the data from the local input flow with plurality of per flow queue (buffer),

wherein each local input flow has a respective one of the per flow queues (see col. 10,

lines 13-18).

Thus, it would have been obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art at the time of the

invention to modify the system of Giroux et al. with the teaching of Chin to provide in a

metropolitan area network, a method for implement weighted fair flow control on the network in

order to fairly allocate bandwidth for a network nodes (switches) configured to send and receive

packet in an upstream direction and a dowstream direction. Therefore, the combined system

would been enable to reallocate unused bandwidth to different switches.

10. Claims 5, 6, 7, 21, 22, 23 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 103(a) as being unpatentable over

the combined system (Giroux - Chin) in view ofYin (U.S.Patent No. 6,219,728 Bl).

In the claims 5, 21, the combined system discloses the limitations of claim 1 above.
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However, the combined system (Giroux - Chin ) is silent to disclosing monitoring QoS

compliance of the local input flows by monitoring the dept of the virtual queues.

Yin discloses a threshold value is generated for each queue indicating a maximum

amount of data to be stored in the associated queue. Threshold values are updated in response to

changes in the number of available memory buffers (see abstract); comprising:

monitoring QoS compliance of the local input flows by monitoring the depth (threshold)

of the virtual queues (see col. 4, lines 57-60).

Thus, it would have been obvious to one of the ordinary skill in the art at the time of the

invention to modify the combined system (Giroux - Chin) with the teaching ofYin to monitor

QoS compliance of the local input flows by monitoring the depth (threshold) of the virtual

queues in order to fairly share the memory resource if several computer users are active the same

time. Moreover, the combined system would have been enable to prevent overload the memory

resource.

11. In the claims 6, 22, Yin discloses monitoring the dept of the virtual queues wherein each

of the virtual queues keeps track of a backlog of the corresponding local input flow without

physically buffering the local input flow (see col. 5, lines 10-15, lines 23-27, lines 34-37, lines

48-49, lines 52-55, col. 6, lines 26-40).

12. In the claims 7, 23, Yin discloses a backlogged virtual queue indicates the corresponding

local input flow (buffer) exceeds an allowed rate (see col. 5, lines 10-15, lines 23-27, lines 34-37,

lines 48-49, lines 52-55, col. 6, lines 26-40).
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Allowable Subject Matter

13. Claims 10-16 are allowed.

14. The following is an examiner's statement of reasons for allowance: the prior art (63 17416,

63141 10, 6219728, 6452933) of record does not appear to teach or render obvious the claimed

limitations in combination with the specific added limitations, as recited from independent claim

10: c) for each MPS: c4) if the inserting traffic needs to be reduced, reducing the allocation to

those local input flows having a lower QoS before reducing the allocation to those local input

flows having a higher QoS.

Any comments considered necessary by applicant must be submitted no later than the

payment of the issue fee and, to avoid processing delays, should preferably accompany the issue

fee. Such submissions should be clearly labeled "Comments on Statement of Reasons for

Allowance."

15. Any inquiry concerning this communication or earlier communications from the examiner

should be directed to Chuong Ho whose telephone nimiber is (703)306-4529. The

examiner can normally be reached on Monday-Friday from 9am to 3pm.

16. If attempt to reach the examiner by telephone are imsuccessflil, the examiner's

supervisor, Wellington, Chin, can be reached on (703)305-4366.

Conclusion
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Any inquiry of a general nature or relating to the status of this application or proceeding

should be direct to the group receptionist whose telephone number is (703) 305-3900.
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